
Kihachiro Nishiura is the descendant of Nishiura Enji, founder of the Nishiura-yaki school of ceramics, 
which was highly acclaimed both in Japan and abroad in the Meiji (1868-1912) for its outstanding technique 
and artistry. Steeped in traditional Japanese culture from his early childhood, Kihachiro expresses the 
world of Japanese culture and arts in his own unique style based upon the ancient philosophy of eki, central 
to which is the inevitability of change. His “Nishiura Style” exhibitions of incense, floral arrangements, 
calligraphy, and other art forms have been enthusiastically received in Japan and the United States.
Master Nishiura earned a Master’s Degree in Geophysics from Ohio University, and currently owns 
Nishiura Ryokusuidô antique dealership in Minami-Aoyama, Tokyo.

Kihachiro Nishiura

Modern Concept and Spiritual Dialogue



I believe that life is a journey in which we walk along a dark road in the night. People feel anxiety and 
loneliness, but they seek one ray of light and walk along searching all the time for enjoyment. That 
light, in my view, is culture — our collective sense of aesthetics. That is why I feel that cultural 
exchange is the exchange of light. In other words, culture is away by which one ray of light becomes 
many times brighter. That is why it has the power to dispel anxiety, beget a sense of security, and lead 
to peace. I believe that my calligraphy, flower arrangements, and incense each constitute one such ray 
of light. That ’s why I feel they need no further explanation. When we look at flowers and feel they are 
beautiful, what reason do we need for that feeling? If contact with my works make the viewer breathe a 
sigh of relief, then that’s enough for me.

I have been enjoying the Brush Work ,”Calligraphy”, over 35 years.  One may continue to work on the 
Calligraphy for different reasons such as “writing beautifully, “improving concentration skill”, “just to 
enjoy”, but for me there was no special reason since the art of Calligraphy was always with me as I was 
growing up. However, since I started to have many opportunities to show my works at exhibitions, I 
started to question to myself “what the Calligraphy means to me”, “why I continue to work on Calligra-
phy”, “what I wish to express to viewers”, etc. I still have not found the good enough answers, but, 
through this exhibition I will try to search for the answers even if not completely satisfactory.

The Calligraphy is a basis of oriental art , I believe. The Character is one of the most important part of 
oriental culture. Therefore, how to write and express the Characters is alone oriental art itself.  Despite 
the importance of the Character, Japanese Calligraphy has specific expressions which can be said as 
“Inaudible Music”. This particular aspect is the distinct difference from traditional Chinese or Korean 
Calligraphy. For example, Japanese Zen-monks’ Calligraphy, BOKUSEKI, or aristocratic Calligra-
phy, KANAMOJI, are not only written beautifully or to inform the content, but, also to convey the 
emotions and philosophies of writers. A line, dot, and color are like music notes and altogether com-
pose a certain melody. 

This time, I tried to express two themes, namely 1) Visual Calligraphy and 2) Musical Calligraphy.  
These two themes can be overlapped in one work. But, I tried to put a focus on each theme individu-
ally.  For Visual Calligraphy, I used the Western style oil painting techniques, with deformation of 
shading, cubic-effect, or colors. Usually, action of reading comes first by looking at the Calligraphy, 
but, this fact makes only for the people who can understand the content can enjoy the Calligraphy. I 
feel this is one of the biggest reasons why the Calligraphy has not being recognized as an International 
Art.  So, I try to express more of visual aspect instead of reading aspect so even if the viewers cannot 
understand the content still feel some impression from the works.

The important elements of Calligraphy are dots, lines, shadings, movements, and space. These 
elements can create an unheard music like an orchestra performance using different musical instru-
ments with different sounds together playing one piece of music in harmony, very similar to the Musi-
cal Calligraphy.  It can be said that the music is “audible sounds” but the Calligraphy is “sensible 
sounds”. In order to express the music in the works, I used my left hand which is not my dominant 
hand to complete the works of Musical Calligraphy. My right hand remembers techniques, and uncon-
sciously tries to write beautifully with learnt skills, so by using my left hand, I could concentrate to 
express only my feelings and emotions. 

Comments of Kihachiro Nishiura on His Art



Peyo Yavorov Two Pathos
Materials: Paper with Foil
Size: 210*467 (6 fold) 280 (open)
Content: Peyo Yavorov Two pathos
Note:



Hristo Botev Hadzhi Dimitar
Materials: Paper with Foil
Size: 172.5*64.5  (12 fold) 387 (open 2 parts)
Content: Hristo Botev Hadzhi Dimitar
Note: Left-hand stroke
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Size: 172.5*64.5  (12 fold) 387 (open 2 parts)
Content: Hristo Botev Hadzhi Dimitar
Note: Left-hand stroke



Peyo Yavorov Two Hail
Materials: Pape
Size: 210*467 (6 fold) 280 (open)
Content: Peyo Yavorov Hail
Note: Left-hand stroke



Peyo Yavorov Two Spring
Materials: Paper
Size: 121*60 (4 fold) 120 (open 2 parts)
Content: Peyo Yavorov Spring
Note:



Norito Read At Grand Purification Event
Materials: Silk with gold foil
Size: 47*86 (2 fold) 282 (open)
Content: All statements for grand purification in Shintoism with a special incantation
Note: Left-hand stroke.



Ancient Japanese Characters
Materials: Paper
Size: 55*86.2 (2 fold) 172.4 (open)
Content: Norito background; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 100, 1000, 10000
Note: Norito is a simple purification to Shintoism, original religion in Japan 
which is polytheism based on worship of nature. These are Shushin-
characters in mythological age.



Ancient Japanese Characters
Materials: Paper
Size: 55*86.5 (2 fold) 173 (open)
Content: Random arrangement of Honchou-Gojyuuonn characters
Note: In mythological age, a powerful clan Amenotanenomikoto created 
these letters from nature and the universe.



Kana Characters
Materials: Paper
Size: 54*96 (2 fold) 172 (open)
Content: Monk Saigyo’s poem in Sankashuu, anthology of his poems.
Note: Each meaning of the poems is below.



Ancient Japanese Characters
Materials: Paper with Foil
Size: 54*37 (4 fold) 148 (open)
Content: Heaven and Earth
Note: Some powerful clan used these letters that have been veiled in mystery.



Ancient Japanese Characters
Materials: Paper with foil
Size: 47*18.3 (6 fold) 282 (open)
Content: Ancient Japanese Alphabet, Ahiru-so Characters
Note: It is said God Omoikane arranged these letters.



Hakuin
Materials: Canvas with oil 
Size: 116.7 x 91 cm (F50)
Content: Parent 
Note: It is a deformed calligraphy 
of monk Hakuin who was active in 
the Edo period (1603-1868). He was 
a famous monk who completed 
special enlightenment. His calligra-
phy has special characteristics like a 
cloud. He put the meaning “if we 
are dutiful to our parents, our 
decendants mucst be prosperous. 
Parents are like a fortune field.”



Musososeki
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: 116.7 x 91 cm (F50) 
Content: Come
Note: It is a deformed calligraphy 
of Musososeki who was active in 
the Muromachi period (1336-1537). 
He was a very famous and political 
zen monk. 



Ittukyu
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: 42 x 35.5 cm (F20)
Content: Mind Law
Note: It is a deformed calligraphy of 
monk ittkyu who was active in the 
Muromachi period. He was an indi-
vidualistic zen monk whose behavior 
was sometimes peculiar. Some tradi-
tional zen monks tended to have such 
peculiarities relating to Zen doctrine. 
He would like to say that there is no 
law of mind, so there is no law for how 
to write characters, Kokoro (mind).



Koetsu
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: (F15) 
Content: Japanese Poem: I am in a bed alone. I miss my 
sweetheart and I am lonely.
Note: It is a deformed calligraphy of Koetsu Honami who 
was a talentied artist in the Edo period. He was a sword 



Ancient Japanese Characters
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: 53 x45.5 cm (F10) 
Content: Oriental Zodiac: Rat, Cox, Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Sheep, 
Monkey, Cock, Dog, Boar
Note: It is said that the powerful clan RUSU used these characters.



Jiunn
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: 31.8 x 41.0 cm (F6) 
Content: Do not be tied to things 
which people recognize. Be always 
empty and unconcious. People are 
always without any restrictions. 
Note: It is a deformed calligraphy of 
monk Jiunn who was active during 
the Edo period. He was a monk of 
esoteric Buddhism and completed 
his own original Shintoism, Unden-
Shinto.



4Mandala Elements
Materials: Paper with frame
Size: 33*49.2 cm each
Content: Kakugo (enlightenment), 
Kuhuu (ideas), Meisei (fame), Iyoku 
(motivation)
Note: In a Japanese Tea Ceremony, 
there is a philosophy which says that 
three elements, Kakugo, Meisei, and 
Soui (originality) are essential to being 
a superior artist. 
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4 Mandala Elements
Materials: Paper with frame 
Size: 33*49.2 cm each Content: Kakugo 
(enlightenment), Kuhuu (ideas), Meisei 
(fame), Iyoku (motivation) 
Note: In a Japanese Tea Ceremony, there is a 
philosophy which says that three elements, 
Kakugo, Meisei, and Soui (originality) are 
essential to being a superior artist.



Talisman
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: 42 x 35.5 cm (F20)
Content: Rids bad fortune and guarantees 
prosperity throughout life.
Note



14253
Materials
Size
Content
Note



Talisman
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: 42 x 35.5 cm (F20)
Content: Mystical Power.
Note



14258
Materials
Size
Content
Note



Talisman
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: 53 x45.5cm (F10)
Content: Sustain good relationship within your family 
as well as surrounding people. Be recognized by 
prestigious people. Gain family stability.
Note:



Talisman
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: 42 x 35.5 cm (F20)
Content: Rids bad spirits, protecting you from bad 
fortune.
Note



Talisman
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: 31.8 x 41.0 cm (F6)
Content: Business propers. Leading family success.
Note



14267
Materials
Size
Content
Note



Talisman
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size (each): 53 x45.5cm (F10)  
Content: Even during a recession, business thrives.
Note



Talisman
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: 116.7 x 91.0 cm (F50)
Content: Offers mystical power to turn evil and bad 
fortune into good fortune and happiness.
Note



Talisman
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: 116.7 x 91.0 cm (F50)
Content: Have deities guide you in the right direction in 
making life changes.
Note:



Talisman
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: 116.7 x 91.0 cm (F50)
Content: Get promoted at work. Life a long and 
prosperous life.
Note:



Talisman
Materials: Canvas with oil
Size: 116.7 x 91 cm (F50)
Cleanses your spirity by removing various 
bad spirits.
Note
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